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Comparative analysis of multi-party politics in Ghana and Mauritius the democracy index1 and . and Southern Africa
(COMESA), Commonwealth of Nations as well. 9 . Furthermore, scholars such as Whitfield, Jones and Ninsin ( ).

However, there is still not much clarity about the relationship between neo-patrimonialism and political
regimes. Figure 1. Such initial compromises are no guarantee for the thriving of democracy, but they provide
the basis for a subsequent broadening of the scope of elite unity. These characteristics often influence the
formation of a dyad; in friendship networks, for example, women may have more relationships with other
women, and men with other men. Second, it demonstrates that a Social Network Analysis SNA can be applied
fruitfully to the empirical study of elite structures on the continent. The question of why some countries
become more democratic than others has been a constant issue in political science. Moreover, ties can be
valued. A number of successful democracies exist alongside surviving autocracies and hybrid regimes that are
neither fully democratic nor autocratic. Although elite sociology has successfully employed it to study elite
structures empirically, Africanists have used its terminology in a more metaphorical way to describe the
network-like dyadic structure of clientelism. Their dense and interlocked webs of communication give elites
mutual security even after missteps and during political crises. It is further assumed that important elites have
access to each other and to central decision making. The theory has attracted little attention in African Studies,
where elite politics have been discussed mainly in connection with the phenomenon of neo-patrimonialism.
Thus, when the economic crisis of the s deprived leaders of their patronage capacity, the breakdown and
disintegration of elite accommodation systems resulted in violent conflict in a number of countries. The
network itself consists of chains of interconnected dyads. Special attention is paid to two important factors: the
role of the two-party system in the process of transformation, and the interaction between ethnicity and party
loyalties as a stabilizing factor for elite unity. The network itself consists of chains of interconnected dyads.
The next section will therefore introduce SNA as a promising research tool that can be deployed to achieve
this aim. Especially in the cases of Ghana and South Africa there is some evidence that democracy has
succeeded because of an underlying elite consensus. On the methodological front, there is much to be gained
from SNA. The concluding section of the article puts the research results into comparative perspective and
highlights the causal path of elite transformation in Ghana. Although elite sociology has successfully
employed it to study elite structures empirically, Africanists have used its terminology in a more metaphorical
way to describe the network-like dyadic structure of clientelism. In Higley and Burton's book, African cases
are mentioned but not elaborated on at length. In a recent paper, Leonardo Arriola points to the paradoxical
fact that the same arguments have been used to explain both the stability and the breakdown of African
regimes. Second, it links Africanist scholarship to political sociology and opens up a dialogue between
area-specific and more universalist approaches. On the methodological front, there is much to be gained from
SNA. This perspective allows a better understanding of how political competition is structured in Africa, and
how these elite structures are linked to democracy. Cohesive elite networks are important for democracies
because they allow information and other resources to flow fast and reach a great number of people. The
article shows that MPs in Ghana form a dense and strongly interconnected network bridging ethnic and party
cleavages, and that MPs from different parties have developed a measure of trust in one another. Actor-centric
and structural approaches are not mutually exclusive, since structures and human actions are dialectically
linked and presuppose each other. Political parties and elections[ edit ]. First, a theoretical section on united
and disunited elites introduces the analytical framework and discusses how elite theory can be linked to
democratization studies. Moreover, ties can be valued. It is found that the network is densely connected, and
that there are frequent contacts between MPs of different party affiliation and ethnic origin. In his worldwide
study of the determinants of democratization, Jan Teorell finds ten such cases, six of which are in Africa. First,
it shows the relevance of elite theory to the study of democratization in Africa. The ability to test theories is
generally seen as the primary strength of quantitative, cross-country research. Empirical evidence comes from
a unique data set that maps the interaction patterns between MPs elected in  The article shows that MPs in
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Ghana form a dense and strongly interconnected network bridging ethnic and party cleavages, and that MPs
from different parties have developed a measure of trust in one another.


